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In this paper, we present an elementary (i.e., without the structure 
theory of compact Lie groups) exposition of the theory of Riemannian 
symmetric spaces of rank 1. In particular, we are able to derive directly, 
using the theory of curvature and geodesics in Riemannian spaces: (i) If 
M is a Riemannian symmetric space of rank 1 which is not simply 
connected, then it is a real projective space of constant sectional curva- 
ture. (ii) If M is Riemannian symmetric of rank 1 with odd dimension, 
then it has constant sectional curvature. (iii) If M is Riemannian sym- 
metric of rank 1, and does not have constant sectional curvature, then 
M is l/4-pinched-indeed, we show that if R denotes the Riemann curva- 
ture tensor, Rx the symmetric linear transformation R,Y = R(X, Y) X 
(where X is any unit tangent vector to M), then the only possible 
eigenvalues of R, are 1 and l/4; also if X denotes the multiplicity of the 
eigenvalue 1, then h + 1 divides the dimension of M (Theorems 4.6, 
4.8, and 4.9). Cf. remarks at the end of Section 4. 
The main tools of our particular exposition are (i) the simple form 
that Jacobi’s equations assume in any locally symmetric space, and (ii) the 
two-point homogeneity of a Riemannian symmetric space of rank 1. In 
particular, the two point homogeneity of a Riemannian space is equiva- 
lent to the statement that along any geodesic, all the Jacobi fields 
orthogonal to the geodesic and vanishing at any point are induced by 
the isotropy subgroup of that point. (We remark that it is known by 
classification arguments [2, 5, 15, 16, 171 that the compact two-point 
homogeneous spaces are Riemannian symmetric of rank l-however, 
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no direct proof of this fact has been found.) We also refer the reader 
to [3] where there are contacts with our point of view. Also, cf. [7]. The 
reader will find the necessary background in Sections 8-14 of [I I]. The 
only exception is our use of the Cartan theory of moving frames to 
calculate the geodesics and the curvature tensor in Lie groups with 
biinvariant Riemannian metrics, and in arbitrary normal Riemannian 
homogeneous spaces. (I am sure this calculation, using moving frames, 
is known to the practitioners of the art, but it does not seem to have 
appeared in the literature.) 
We now mention the notations and conventions used in the sequel. 
All manifolds are C”, connected, and have dimension 3 2. For any 
manifold M, p E M, T,(M) will denote the tangent space to M at p; 
iff : M 4 N is a C” map, the induced linear map on the tangent spaces 
will be denoted by df, and the induced map pulling differential forms 
on N back to M will be denoted by f *. If u : [a, p] -+ M is a path in M, 
u’ will be its velocity vector. 
If M is a Riemannian manifold, we denote by (e, *) the inner product 
on tangent spaces, and by I/ * 11 the induced norm. We denote the Levi- 
Civita connection by 6, and the curvature tensor by 
WC Y) 2 = Lb, %I 2 - %r,x1Z; (1) 
and if (xi, i = l,..., a> are local coordinates on M, (ai , i = l,..., n> their 
induced natural basis of T,(M), then we write 
For more complete treatments of the modern theory of symmetric 
spaces, we refer the reader to [6, 10, 171. The necessary details on Lie 
groups and homogeneous spaces can also be found in the above 
references. 
Finally, I would like to thank 0. Loos for many helpful conversations, 
1. SYMMETRIC SPACES: 
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND THE THEOREM OF E. CARTAN 
DEFINITION. A Riemannian symmetric space is a connected Riemannian 
manifold M such that for each p E M there exists an isometry called 
the geodesic symmetry through p, sP : M -+ M such that 
(9 SAP) = Pi 
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(ii) if y(t) is a geodesic, /I y’ 11 = 1, r(O) = p, then s&(t)) = y(--t). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let M be Riemannian symmetric, and let y : (-co, co) ---f M 
II Y’ II = 1, ~(0) = P, b e a eo g d esic, q = y(a). Then q&Y(t)) = Y(t + 2a) 
for all t. Moreover, if X(t) is a parallel vector field along y, then 
ds, * ds, * X(t) = X(t + 201). Also, M is complete. Finally, any involutive 
isometry of a complete Riemannian manifold with isolated fixed point, p, is 
the geodesic symmetry through p. 
Proof. Let f(t) = y(t + CY). Then F is a geodesic, y(O) = q. There- 
fore, 
%%J(YW = %(Y( - 9) 
= s&q-t - a)) 
= $Yt + 4 
= y(t + 24. 
Furthermore, if X(t) is a parallel field along y, then the vector field 
Y(t) E defdsr, . X(-t) is also a parallel field (since sP is an isometry). 
But Y(0) = ds, * X(0) = -X(O). Thus Y(t) = -X(t) for all t. Applying 
ds, as above, we obtain the second claim. To show that M is complete, 
we note that if y : [0, ) 01 -+ M is a geodesic, we can extend y through 
y(a) by the geodesic symmetry s,,(,-,~), 0 < q, < (u/4. Finally, if 
i : M --+ M is an involutive isometry, i.e., i2 = 1, and p is an isolated 
fixed point, then for all X E Tp , 
i(Exp,X) = Exp,(di . X). 
Since i2 = 1 and p is an isolated fixed point, we have 
i(Exp,X)= Exp,(-X), 
i.e., i = sP . The completeness of M implies that every point of M can 
be joined to p by a geodesic-and the lemma is proven. 
COROLLARY 1.2. If U, V, W are parallel vector fields along y, then 
R(U,V)W’ zs a so 1 p arallel, i.e., M is locally symmetric. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for any parallel field 2 along y, 
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(R(U, Jq w, -Q is a constant. For any t, let 7t denote s~(~/~) . Since 7t 
is an isometry, we have 
(R(U, V) W, Z)(O) = (R(dr,U, dT,V) dT,W, dT,Z) 
= (R(-U, -V) -W, -Z)(t) 
= WV v> W, W). 
We now start conversely, i.e., we assume M is locally symmetric, 
y : (-a, u) + M, Ij y’ I/ = 1 is a geodesic in M, y(O) = p. Then Jacobi’s 
equations along y read as 
s2rl ds2 + WY’, 4~ = 0. (1.1) 
Let {e, ,..., en-, , Y ‘} denote a parallel orthonormal frame along y, and 
y(s) = x:it ii(s) e,(s). Th en relative to the frame {e, ,..., e,-, , r’} 
Eq. (1.1) reads as 
n-1 
5; f C R&-i = 0, j = l,..., n - 1, 
j=l 
where Rij = (ei , R(y’, ej) r’) is a symmetric matrix. M is locally sym- 
metric implies Ri.,. is also constant-thus there exists a parallel ortho- 
normal frame {fi ,...,fnPI , r’} along y such that T(S) = Cyri rli(S)fi(S) 
implies 
7; + K,Q = 0, i = I,..., n - 1 (14 
where the Ki are constants. The solutions of Eq. (1.2) are given by 
A, COS(~/~~S) + B, sin(dl(,s), K, > 0 
K, = 0 (1.3) 
A, cosh(&Kg) + B, sinh(&Kg), K. < 0. 
THEOREM (I?. Cartan) 1.3. A complete simply connected, locally sym- 
metric space is Riemannian symmetric. 
Proof. We shall only prove that for every p E M, there exists a 
neighborhood V of p such that the geodesic symmetry sP is a well- 
defined isometry of I/ onto itself. From this point one shows that M is 
an analytic manifold; a standard monodromy argument then shows that 
607/4/3-3 
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sp can be uniquely extended to an isometry of M onto itself (cf. [6], 
pp. 62, 63, 187 for the details). 
One knows that for every p E M, there exists a neighborhood 2 of 
0 E T, such that (i) X E Z@ implies -X E 9, and (ii) Exp, 12 is a 
diffeomorphism of 2 onto Exp,(~?) = def~. We then define 
sp : 37 + X by sp(Exp, X) = Exp,( -X), X E 9. 
Put spherical coordinates e1 ,..., 8,-, on the unit tangent sphere of p 
and thereby induce geodesic polar coordinates on x, (0, ,..., BnV1, t) 
given by 
#l ,.‘., 6,-, , t) = Exp, tX(0, ,..., L,). 
Note (a/at, a/80,) = 0, for t # 0, OL = l,..., 71 - 1, by Gauss’ Lemma. 
Thus along any geodesic emanating from p, the Riemannian metric in 
the coordinates (t, 0), where 0 denotes (e, ,..., en-& is given by 
n-1 
ds2 = dt2 + 1 g&t, 0) de, de, . 
a,B=l 
All we must show therefore is g&t, 0) = g&t, 0). Fix 0. Then along 
the geodesic y(t) = Exp, tX(@), th e vector field a/&3, is obviously a 
Jacobi field q* satisfying qa(0) = 0. Then q”(t) can be written as 
q”(t) = 2 Aim sin(fi$)q(t) + 2 Aiatei(t) + a2 Ajm sinh(l/--l(it)q(t), 
i=l i=nI+l i=n2+l 
where (e, ,.-, en-, , Y > is an appropriate parallel orthonormal frame 
along y. Then 
&a(4 0) = <VP #w) 
= (V?Q, #Y 4 
= go,&, 0) 
and the theorem is proven. (This proof is that given by [14, pp. 116-71.) 
2. A QUICK SKETCH OF LIE GROUPS 
An n-dimensional Lie group is an n-dimensional real analytic manifold 
G which is also a group such that the map p : G x G + G given by 
l-&Y) = XY-l 
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is analytic. For each x E G, the maps L, , R, : G -+ G given by 
L(Y) = XY, k(Y) = YX 
are analytic diffeomorphisms of G and are referred to as left and right 
translations of G, respectively. A vector field X on G is said to be left- 
invariant if for every x, y E G 
-WY) = Wz),X(Y)* 
Note that L, is a diffeomorphism implies dL, is always nonsingular. 
One also knows that the set of left-invariant vector fields on G forms a 
real n-dimensional Lie algebra, g, with standard multiplication 
[X, Y] *f== (XY - YX) -f 
(where the vector fields are regarded as differential operators on functions 
on G) satisfying 
[X, X] = 0 (2.1) 
LX, [Y, 211 + [-& LX, VI + [Y, L-T XII = 0. (2.2) 
We identify the Lie algebra g with T,(G), the tangent space to G at the 
identity e. To every X E g, there exists a one-parameter subgroup y(t) 
such that: y(tl) . y(tz) = y(t, + tz), y(O) = e, y’(O) = X. We write y(t) 
as exp tX. As in the case of Riemannian manifolds, there exists a neigh- 
borhood %? of the origin, 0, in g such that exp I& : g -+ G is diffeo- 
morphism onto an open neighborhood of e in G. 
For example, the general linear group GL(n, R) is a Lie group with 
Lie algebra L(n, R) = all real n x n matrices, and Lie multiplication 
[A, B] = AB - BA, 
A, B E L(n, R). One easily sees that in the usual sense 
etA = def $ tnAn/n! 
TL=O 
[for any A EL(~, R)] converges uniformly and is a one-parameter 
subgroup of GL(n, R). Also for any Lie algebra g, the map ad X : g -+ g, 
X E g given by 
adX-Y=[X,Y] 
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is a representation g +L(g). Finally recall the Campbell-Hausdorff 
formula: 
exp tX . exp tY = exp(t(X + Y) + &P[X, Y] + O(t3)). 
Now let x E G, x” : G + G given by 
x”(y) = xyx-1. 
Then Z(e) = e, and we denote (d$ by Ad(x) which we now calculate: 
exp tX exp s Y exp( 4X) 
= exp (tx + sY + 4 [X, Y] + O(3)) . exp(--tX) 
= exp (tX + SY + $- [X, Y] + O(3) - tX + 4 [X + Y, -Xl + O(3)) 
= exp (SY + ts[X, Y] + O(SP) + O(tS’)). 
We now note that x exp SYX-l = y(s) is a one-parameter subgroup of G, 
which implies y(s) = exp s Ad(x) Y. Also Ad(exp tX) is a one-parameter 
subgroup of GL(n, R). Thus 
Ad(exp tX) . Y = Y + t&X * Y + O(P), 
which implies 
-& Ad(exp tX) . Y It+ = adX * Y 
and therefore, 
Ad(exp tX) = etadX 
Let G be a compact Lie group, (e, *) any Riemannian metric on G, 
and p the Haar measure. Then p is right and left invariant. Define 
g.9 a>> by 
(( v, W> = j,,, (4, d&t V, d-L WV> 444 444. 
Then ((*, *>> is a right and left invariant metric on G. 
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LEMMA 2.1. If G is a Lie group with a left and right invariant metric 
(e, *) then G is a symmetric space. The reflection s, for any r E G is given by 
ST(U) = TcrlT. 
Proof. Define se(a) = u-l. Then (ds,), : T,(G) -+ T,(G) is minus the 
identity and is thus an isometry at e. For any a E G we have 
which implies 
dse = dRO-, . dse . dL+ . 
Thus, at o, we have: (ds,), : TV(G) -+ T,-l( G) is an isometry. Note that 
s, is the geodesic symmetry at e since (ds& = - I. 
Now let S,(U) = TU-% = L,ZQ~(u). Then (i) s, is an isometry, 
(ii) S,(T) = 7, and s, = L,R,R,-ls,L,-l . Therefore T = u implies (iii) 
(dsJ, = (dL7)e(dsJe(dL?-1), = - 1 
which implies s, is the geodesic symmetry. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G have a biinvariant metric. Then 
ax, Yl, .o = -(Y, [X 4) (2.4) 
for all X, Y, Z E 9. 
Proof. For each x E G, the map f(y) = xyx-l = L,&(y) is an 
isometry of G. In particular, (&), : g -+ g is an orthogonal transformation 
of g into itself. Thus for every X, Y, 2 E g 
(Ad(exp tX)Y, Ad(exp tX)Z) = <Y, 2) 
for all t. The derivative at t = 0 of the left side of the above expression 
is zero, and by Eq. (2.3) above, we have 
O=(adX.Y,Z)+(Y,adX.Z) 
which is Eq. (2.4). 
We now turn to the Maurer-Cartan equations to calculate the geodesics 
and the curvature of a Lie group with biinvariant metric. 
Let n = dim G, Xi ,..., X, be global orthonormal left-invariant 
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vector fields on G, and WI,.. ., mn their dual one-forms (which are there- 
fore left-invariant). Then relative to the basis of g, (Xi, i = l,..., n> 
we have the structure constants, & , given by 
[Xj ) X,] = 2 CZkXi 
i=l 
Then Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4) imply 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
0 (2.7) 
(2.8) 
Now, in general, dwi, the exterior derivative of wi, is a 2-form given by 
i = l,..., n, where a& (skew symmetric in j, K) are functions on G. 
Also in general, for any one-form, and any vector fields X, Y, one has 
dw(X, Y) = (X . w(Y) - Y * w(X) - w([X, Y])}. 
Therefore, w”(Xj) = Sji implies 
dw”(X, , X,) = -w”([X5 , X,]) 
= -wi ( Fl CjkXk) 
zz -c;, . 
On the other hand 
dWi(Xj , X,) = ; i a;&+ A W”(Xj , X,) 
l.rn=l 
which implies the Maurer-Cartan equations: 
dw”= -;,i C;~W~AOJ~. 
3,k=l 
(2.9) 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a Lie group with biinvariant metric. Then 
the one-parameter subgroups are the geodesics through e. The curvature 
tensor of G is given by 
R(X, Y)Z = i[[X, Y],Z]. (2.10) 
Proof. We use I?. Cartan’s method of moving frames. Let X, ,..., X, 
be a global orthonormal left-invariant frame on G with dual one-forms 
al,..., w”. Then for differential forms, the uniqueness of Levi-Civita 
connection is expressed by saying: there exists a unique n x n skew 
symmetric matrix of one-forms (w() such that 
do.+ = iI wi A w;. 
Then Eqs. (2.6), (2.8), and (2.9) imply 
Wji = - ; jl CjikWk. 
If Y is any vector field on G, then Y is given by Y = ~b,c&X, , and its 
covariant differential by 
SY = %$ (da” + j$ CA;) Xi . 
Restricted to any curve y(t) we have 
SY - = 
dt 
Therefore, if y(t) = exp tX,(e), then y’(t) = Xn(r(t)) which implies 
- - -- 
2 i,k=l cnk n l i i 6 k * xi Iv(t) 
zzz 0 
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by Eq. (2.6), and exp tX, is a geodesic. Since any unit vector in T,(G) 
can be completed to an orthonormal basis, the first claim is proven. 
Now the n x n skew symmetric matrix of curvature two-forms, Qji, 
is given by 
Qji = dwji - iI wjk A wki. 
Also, 
and 
= f i (C;& - cj”s&) wT A w* 
k,r,s=l 
by Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), which implies, 
c” Ck wr jk TS A ws. 
At e, the curvature coefficients of R(X, Y) 2 relative to the frame 
{Xi(e)) are given by 
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from which one implies 
Therefore 
R(X, , X,)Xj = i R&Xi 
i=l 
which implies Eq. (2.10) for all X, Y, 2 E g. 
We remark that in [ll], Proposition 2.3 is proved more elementarily 
using vector fields-however, it is precisely this point of view that 
extends to the Riemannian homogeneous spaces, to which we now turn. 
3. ON RIEMANNIAN HOMOGENEOUS SPACES 
DEFINITION. Let G be an n-dimensional Lie group. A submanifold 
H of G is called a Lie subgroup of G if (a) H is a subgroup of the abstract 
group G, and (b) H is a topological group. 
One then knows: (i) A Lie subgroup is itself a Lie group. (ii) If G is 
a Lie group with Lie algebra g, and H a Lie subgroup with Lie algebra lj, 
then b C g. Conversely, each subalgebra of g is the Lie algebra of exactly 
one connected subgroup of G. (iii) Let G be a Lie group with Lie 
algebra g, and let H be an (abstract) subgroup of G. Suppose H is a 
closed subset of G. Then there exists a unique analytic structure on H 
such that H is a Lie group. 
DEFINITIONS. Let G be a Lie group, M a C” manifold such that 
to each g E G, there exists a diffeomorphism g : M -+ M such that (a) 
P E M7 gl , g2 E G imply klg2W = gl(g2t P)h (b) the map (5 $4 -g(P) 
of G x M -+ M is differentiable. Then G is said to be a Lie transformation 
group of M. G is called (i) effective ifg(p) = p for allp E M impliesg = e, 
and (ii) transitive if p, , p, E M imply there exists at least one g E G 
such that g(pi) = p, . 
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For example, let G be a Lie group, H a closed subgroup, and consider 
the set of left cosets gH, g E G, which we denote by G/H, and let 
rr : G -+ G/H denote the natural projection, viz, for any g E G 
Then the quotient topology will be the unique topology on G/H such 
that 7~ is a continuous and open map. Since H is closed, G/H is a 
Hausdorff space. Finally, G/H possesses a unique analytic structure such 
that if to each x E G we assign the left translation T(X) : G/H -+ G/H 
given by 
@(Yff) = XYf4 
then G is a Lie transformation group of GH. 
Conversely, let G be a Lie transformation group of M, G act tran- 
sitively on M, p E M, H, = {g E G : g(p) = p} (H, is called the isotropy 
group of p)-then H, is closed. Let 01 : G/H -+ M be given by 
4gffzJ = g(P)- 
Then 01 is certainly bijective. One also knows that (i) if a is homeo- 
morphism, then it is a diffeomorphism, and (ii) if 01 is a homeomorphism 
and M is connected, then G, , the component of the identity in G, is 
transitive on M. 
Finally, we remark that if 4 E M, x(p) = 4, then HP = xH,x-I. 
We henceforth let G be a compact Lie group, with biinvariant inner 
product (e, .) and let H be a closed (and hence compact) subgroup. Let 
g and h be the Lie algebras of G, H, respectively, and let m be the 
orthogonal complement of h in g. 
LEMMA 3.1. For the fixed orthogonal decomposition g = IJ @ m, we 
have 
Fh 41 c !I (3-l) 
Lb, ml c nt- (3.2) 
Proof. Eq. (3.1) just states that IJ is a Lie subalgebra of g. Let 
X, YE h, 2 E tn. Then by Eqs. (2.4) and (3.1) we have 
0 = ax, Yl, a 
= <x EY, 21) 
which implies Eq. (3.2). 
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We always let 7~ denote the natural projection, 7r : G -+ G/H, given by 
T(X) = XH 
for x E G, o = T(H), and T(X) denote the left translation of G/H by 
x E G given by 
I = xyH. 
Now dre : g -+ T&G/H) is clearly onto-one also sees that the kernel of 
dre is precisely h, and that drelm is an isomorphism. We shall hence- 
forth identify m with T,(G/H). 
By restricting the biinvariant metric (e, *) to m x m, and translating 
by 7(G) to all of G/H, we induce a G-invariant Riemannian metric on 
G/H, i.e., for each x E G, T(X) is an isometry. To check that the metric 
is well defined, we must check that, for each h E H, d$h), : m + m is 
an isometry. But, for any h E H, X E m 
which implies 
7(h) . 77(exp tX) = 77(/z exp tX) 
= 77(h . exp tX . h-l) 
= n(exp tAd(h)X) 
dT(h),X = Ad(h)X 
and Ad(h) is an isometry of g leaving m invariant by Eq. (3.2). 
DEFINITION. If G is a compact Lie group and H a closed subgroup, 
then G/H is called a normal Riemannian homogeneous space when endowed 
with the above Riemannian metric. 
By our remarks above, there exist neighborhoods &- and @ of (0) in 
h and m, resp., such that exp : (.X + %) -+ G is a diffeomorphism of 
Z- + @ onto an open subset of e in G, and such that r : exp @ -+ G/H 
is a diffeomorphism of exp 4? onto an open neighborhood of o = z-(H) 
in G/H. Let i? = exp %, U = n(exp 4?), and p : U --+ G be the local 
cross section such that for any X E %‘, 
p(r(exp X)) = exp X. 
Now let r = dim H, n = dim G/H, {Q1 ,..., &++I be an orthonormal 
basis of g such that {Qi ,..., Qr) is a basis of 8, and {Qr+l ,..., &+r} is a 
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basis of nt. Capital Latin indices A, B,..., will range from 1 to r, small 
Greek indices a, p,..., will range from r + 1 to n + Y, and small Latin 
indices j, k,..., will range from 1 to n + r. 
Extend Q1 ,..., Qn+? to a left-invariant moving frame l?, ,..., &+r on G; 
also, in G/H, extend Qr+i ,..., Qn+ to an orthonormal moving frame 
E 7+1 >*.*, E n+r on u bY 
UN) = W4oQa 
for any x E 0. Now let {&, a: = n + l,..., n + r} be the basis of one- 
forms on U dual to {EJ. Then on 7?, we have 
where ua is the Maurer-Cartan form dual to & , restricted to 0. (In 
general, we’ll let WI,..., wn+r be the dual basis of {E, ,,.., En+?)). Then 
as in Proposition 2.3, there exists a unique n x n skew symmetric 
matrix of one-forms (0,~) such that 
We calculate eBm. Indeed, 
dOa = d(,u*ma) 
= p*(dwa) 
By Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8), the matrix (-&c&w~ - & C&+“) is skew 
symmetric, and therefore 
e,a = p* - ciAwA 
0 A 
- ; T C&WY). 
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For any vector field Y = CacNEiy on U, the covariant differential of Y 
is denoted by 
and restricted to any curve y(t), the covariant derivative of Y along t is 
given by 
Let At) - rr(exp tQn+r), Y(t) = E,(y(t)). By left invariance, 
6Y 
dt v(t) 
= dT(exp tQn+d . g j Y (0) 
and 
In particular, we have, since E,+, is really arbitrary, 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X, YE nt, Exp, denote the exponential map at o. 
Then for sufficiently small X in % we have 
Exp, X = “(exp X). (3.3) 
Furthermore, the covariant derivative of d$exp tX) * Y along Exp, tX at 
t = 0 is given by 
G (dT(exp tx) . Y> lfco = i LX, YJ, (3.4) 
(where by the subscript M we mean the projection of [X, Y] in m). Further- 
more, M is complete and Eq. (3.3) is valid for all X E m. 
Proof. For the second statement, one uses an elementary argument 
to show that if part of an orbit of a one-parameter subgroup is a geodesic 
segment, then the whole orbit is a geodesic. 
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We now calculate the curvature of G/H at o. Since P*W* I0 = 0, we 
will not bother to write these terms when they would otherwise appear. 
Now the skew-symmetric matrix of two-forms, sZDU, expressing the 
curvature is given by 
We therefore have 
LEMMA 3.3. Let X, Y, Z E m. Then at o = n(H), the curvature tensor 
is given by 
R(X, W = [[X, Ylo, 4 + WC Ylm , 4, 
+ aw, xl, 7 Ylm + tw, all, an * (3.5) 
In particular, if X, Y are orthonormal, one has that the sectional curvature 
of the two-section spanned by X, Y is given by 
fw, Y) = IIFC Yl? /I2 + all[x Ylm l12. (3.6) 
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Finally, G/H h as strictly positive curvature if and only ;f for any X, Y E m 
which are linearly independent, [X, Y] # 0-i.e., G/H is of rank one. 
DEFINITION. Let X E m, // X Ij = 1, y(s) = Exp, sX, 2 E Ij, and let 
v(s, t) be the geodesic variation of y given by 
v(s, t) = T(exp t2) . Exp, sX, 
and 
the induced Jacobi field along y. Then r], is called an isotropic Jacobi 
field along y. Clearly, ~(0) = 0, and (7, y’)(s) = 0 for all s by Gauss’ 
Lemma. 
DEFINITION. G/H is said to be two-point homogeneous if for any 
p, 4, r, s satisfying d(p, q) = d(r, s), there exists an x E G such that 
T(X) *p = r, T(X) * q = s. 
DEFINITION. Let Y denote the unit tangent sphere of m. Then 
G/H is isotropically transitive if Ad(H,,) is transitive on r. 
LEMMA 3.4. For any X E m, the linear transformation of ltt, B, , 
given by 
RY * y = [LX, Ylr) , Xl 
is symmetric. Furthermore, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) B, is positive on the orthogonal complement of X in m for every XE m. 
(ii) For any X E m, any JacobiJield along y(s) = Exp, sX vanishing at 
s = 0, and orthogonal to y, is isotropic. 
(iii) G/H is isotropically transitive. 
(iv) G/H is two-point homogeneous. 
(v) For any X E T, TTI = R * X + [I& X]. 
Proof. (iii) e (v): For any 2 E h, X E Y, 
$ W(exp t4 . X> ItcO = [Z Xl 
by Eq. (2.3). Th us v only states (since (X, [h, X]) = 0) that the ( ) 
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dimension of the orbit of X under Ad(H) is n - 1, n = dim G/H; 
therefore (iii) 3 (v). Conversely, since H is compact, so is Ad(H), 
which implies Ad(H) * X is closed in F. The orbit Ad(H) * X is a 
submanifold of F and dim Ad(H) * X = n - 1 implies it is an open 
submanifold of F. F is connected implies F = Ad(H) - X. 
(iii) o (iv): Certainly, two-point homogeneity is equivalent to saying 
that T(H) is transitive on 
S, = {q E G/H : d(o, q) = r} 
for any r > 0. Pick r sufficiently small so that S, is contained in a normal 
neighborhood of o (cf. [6], p. 33). Th en m is easily seen to be equivalent (“‘) 
to (iv). 
We now note that for any X E 7, Bx is symmetric-indeed, for any 
Y, 2 E tn, 
Gcry, -0 = (H-F q, Xl, -0 
= <LX, Ylr) 7 LX, Zl> 
= W-G YIP LX, aj> 
= (Y, WC -qJ , Xl> 
= (Y, B,Z). 
We have made use of Eq. (2.4) and of the fact that (lj, m) = 0. 
(i) 0 (v): Let X1 = {Y ant : (X, Y) = O}. If B, is positive definite 
on XJ-, then X-L has an orthonormal basis Yr ,..., Ymel such that 
X,Y, = BxYj 
= ad[X, Yllj * x, 
Aj > 0, j = l,..., n - l-thus, dim[$, X] = n - 1 which implies (v). 
Conversely, if Y E X 1, then there exists 2 E IJ such that Y = [Z, X]. 
Note (B,Y, Y) = II[X, Yls 112. Th us it remains to show [X, Ylo # 0. 
But since 2 E lj, 
ax, Ylr) , z> = ax, Yl, a 
= < y, L-5 Xl> 
= 11 Y 112 > 0. 
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(ii) o (v): Let 2 E 6, X E F, ZI(S, t) = r(exp t2) * Exp, sX. Then 
6 av 6 av -- =-- 
as at s,t=O at as s.t=O 
= & & {T(exp t2) Exp, sX} ( 
S,kO 
= + $ (7r(exp tZ exp sX exp - tZ)} IS t=O 
= & $- WP, sAd(exp W . X> lr,l-O 
= [Z, Xl, 
which implies by the uniqueness of Jacobi fields with given initial data, 
that (ii) o (v), and the Lemma is proven. 
THEOREM 3.5. If G/H is two-point homogeneous, then all its geodesics 
are simply closed and of constant length. TheJirst fundamental group has at 
most two elements. 
Proof. G is compact implies G/H is compact. Therefore (cf. [13]) 
G/H has at least one closed geodesic. By the Lemma below, it is simply 
closed. The homogeneity of G/H and its isotropic transitivity imply 
the first statement. Isotropic transitivity implies the second statement. 
We close this section with 
LEMMA 3.6. Let G/H be a normal Riemannian homogeneous space 
X E in, y(s) = Exp, sX, r(L) = o for some L > 0. Then y’(L) = y’(O). 
Proof. One only has to note exp LX E H and 
y(s + L) = Exp,(s + L)X = n(exp sX exp LX) = n(exp sX) = y(s), 
and s -r x(exp sX) is C’ (actually analytic). 
4. ON RIEMANNIAN SYMMETRIC SPACES OF RANK ONE 
We now let M be a compact Riemannian symmetric space, I(M) the 
group of isometries of M, and G the connected component of the 
identity [I(M) is a Lie group for any Riemannian manifold]. Then 
w/4/3-4 
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I(M) is known to be compact ([9], Chapter VI, Theorem 3.4), and so is G. 
Clearly, G is transitive on M (since the transvections are contained 
in G). One then has (cf. [6], p. 173) for the isotropy group H of o, 
LEMMA 4.1. H is compact, and G/H is analytically di#eomorphic to 
M under the mapping xH + T(X) * o, for x E G. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let u : G + G be the map given by 
4d = W% - 
Then o is an involutive automorphism of G. Furthermore, if 
H,, = {g E G : u(g) = g}, then 
(Ho), C H C H, 
where (H,,), denotes the component of the identity of H, . 
Proof. Clearly, u is an involutive automorphism of I(M). a(e) = e 
implies that a(G) = G. 
Now let k E H. Then 7(k) * o = o, and T(s,$s,) * o = o. Since 
(ds,), = - 1, we have dT(h), = dT(s,ks,), . Thus we have two isometries 
and their tangent maps agreeing at o. A continuation argument by 
normal neighborhoods then shows they agree everywhere. Therefore 
HCH,. 
Let X E h, = the Lie algebra of Ho-then (do)e * X = X, which 
implies o(exp tX) = exp tX for all t. This in turn implies 
so ’ T(exp tx) ’ 0 = T(exp tx) ’ 5, ’ 0 
= T(exp tx) ’ 0 
for all t. But o is an isolated fixed point of so-therefore T(eXp tX) * o = o 
for all t, i.e., X E lj, and the lemma is proven. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let g, lj denote the Lie algebras of G, H, respectively. 
Then 
lj={XEg:(du),X=X}, 
and if we let 
m={XEg:(du),X= -X} 
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then g = Ij 0 m is an orthogonal decomposition of g. Also, we have 
[tn, in] C Ij. (4.2) 
Furthermore, the geodesics of M are the same as the geodesics of G/H qua 
normal Riemannian homogeneous space; and for any X E in, r(exp tX) is 
the group of transvections along thegeodesic y(t) = rr(exp tX). In particular, 
parallel transport along y corresponds to translation along y by dr(exp tX). 
Proof. The first statement is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.2, of 
x = 4(X + (tic&, . X) + 4(X - (tk& . X) 
for any X E g, and of the fact that distinct eigenvalues of u yield ortho- 
gonal invariant subspaces. Equation (4.2) is obtained by noting that (T 
is an automorphism of G implies (du)e is a Lie automorphism of g. 
We turn to the latter part of the theorem. Let y(t) be a geodesic in M, 
y(O) = o. Define 
Tt = sv(t/z)so . 
Then T, is a one-parameter subgroup of G, y(t) = T, . o. Indeed, 
T, . T,, . o = y(t + t’) = T1+l, * o by Lemma 1. I, and since (dT,) 
corresponds to parallel translation along y for any t, we have 
d( T, * T,,), = d( T,+l,), which implies, by continuation via normal 
coordinates, that T, . T,, = T,,.,, on all of M. 
Therefore, there exists X E g such that T, = r(exp tX). We show that 
X E in: Note that u( T,) = s,s,,(~/~)s,s, = s,s,(~/~) = (s,,(~,~~sJ-~ = Td’, i.e., 
a(exp tX) = exp(-tX) for all t, which implies (du)e X = -X, i.e., 
X E nt. For the last statement, one uses Lemma 1.1. We also note that 
it is implied by Eqs. (4.2) and (3.4). 
COROLLARY 4.4. TheJinal statement of Theorem 4.3 implies G/H, qua 
normal Riemannian homogeneous pace is locally symmetric. 
We will henceforth assume for the rest of this section that G/H is a normal 
Riemannian symmetric homogeneous space, and that G is the connected 
component of the identity in the group of isometries of G/H. 
THEOREM 4.5. The Riemann curvature tensor of G/H at o = z-(H) is 
given by 
R(X, y>z = n-Y Yl, 21. (4.3) 
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X, Y, Z E m. The curvature of any two-section spanned by orthonormal 
vectors X, Y E tn is given by 
K(X, Y) = ll[X Yl/12. (4.4) 
Furthermore, GlH is two-point homogeneous if and only t.. G/H has strictly 
positive curvature (i.e., G/H is of rank one). In this case all the geodesics 
of G/H are simply closed and have constant length, which we normalize to 
be 25- [4, p. 4371. Finally, the fundamental group of G/H has at most two 
elements. 
Proof. One applies Eq. (4.2) to Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) to obtain 
Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4). The latter results are direct applications of 
Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.5. 
We recall the definition of the cut locus: Let &!Z be any compact 
Riemannian manifold, p E M, and let y : [0, co) --t M, jl y’ 11 = 1 be a 
geodesic emanating from p; then the cut point of p along y is defined to 
be the first point Q = y(01) along y after which y is not the unique mini- 
mizing curve joining p and Q. One knows that either 4 is the first con- 
jugate point to p along y (i.e., for any Jacobi field 17 along y, such that 
17(O) = 0, ?)(s) # 0 f or all s E (0, a), and there exists a Jacobi field 
v,, + 0 along y such that ~(0) = ~,(a) = 0); or there exists a geodesic CT, 
u # y, of length 01 joining p and q. Also, if s > 01, then d(p, y(s)) < s. 
(d denotes the distance function induced by the Riemannian metric.) 
The cut locus of p, C(p), is defined to be the union, taken over all 
geodesics emanating from p, of the cut points of p. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let G/H be a Riemannian symmetric space of rank 
one, o = rr(H). Then the cut locus of o, C(o), is the metric sphere 
S, = (q E G/H : d(o, q) = r}. Al so, either G/H has constant curvature 1 
OY l/4, OY is l/4-pinched with Ricci transformation (the B, of Lemma 3.4) 
eigenvalues l/4 and 1 only. Furthermore, the first conjugate locus and 
the cut locus coincide if and only ;f G/H is simply connected. If G/H is not 
simply connected, then it is isometric to the real projective space of constant 
curvature. Finally, if the cut locus has more than one point, it is a submanafold 
of G/H which is totally geodesic, and (hence) Riemannian symmetric of 
rank one 
Proof. Let X E m, 11 XI/ = 1, y(s) = Exp, sX, and assume the cut 
point of 0 along y is r(a), 0 < 01 < rr. Then there exists Y E m, I/ Y 11 = 1, 
such that Exp,/IY = y(n), 0 < /? < 7~. Since s,y(rr) = r(n), we have 
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that the curve a(~) = Exp,(/3 - s) Y is a geodesic loop-hence closed 
by Lemma 3.6-of length 2/3 < 2~ which contradicts Theorem 4.5. 
Thus C(o) = S, . Th’ is in turn implies by Lemma 3.4 (ii) that any Jacobi 
field 7 along y satisfying 7(O) = 0 and (7, y’) = 0 for all s, has zeroes at 
either all integral multiples of rr or at all integral multiples of 2x. Now 
there exists a paraIle1 orthonormal frame along y, {e, , a = I,..., n - 11, 
y’, such that 7(s) is given by (cf. Eq. (1.3)) 7(s> = C:ll B, sin( z/Es) e,(s) 
which implies by the previous remark, d/K, = 1 or l/2, i.e., K, = 1 
or l/4. If the first conjugate locus and cut locus do not coincide, then 
the first conjugate locus of o is o, which implies K, = l/4,01 = l,..., n - 1, 
for any geodesic emanating from o. Thus G/H has a constant sectional 
curvature. One constructs the obvious covering-and G/H is a real 
projective space. 
Now assume the conjugate and cut loci agree, and that G/H is not 
simply connected. Then 7ri(M) = Z, , and the universal covering space 
B is Riemannian symmetric and two-point homogeneous with all its 
geodesics simply closed and of length 471 (the covering is two-sheeted). 
Thus the cut locus of a lift of o, 6, is s,, , and its first conjugate locus 
is ,$ which is impossible. 
We now turn to the last statement. If the cut locus of o is more than 
one point, then it is a submanifold of G/H, since it is an orbit of H. 
Letp, 4 E C(o) such that d(p, 4) < r. Then there exists a unique geodesic 
0 joining p and q. Since s, * p = p, s, . q = q, u is left pointwise fixed 
by s, . But the fixed point set of s, is precisely C(o). Thus u C C(o), 
which implies C(o) is totally geodesic (cf. [6, pp. 355-358; 7, p. 1661). 
We henceforth assume G/H to be simply connected and let X E F 
(= the unit tangent sphere of m), y(s) = Exp, sX, p = y(n) E C(o). Then 
H, , the isotropy group of p, is given by 
H, = exp rrX H . exp( -rrX) 
and the orthogonal decomposition of g at p is given by 
b, = Ad(exp TX) . 4, m, = Ad(exp TX) . m. 
Let K = H /\ H,, , f = lj n I& be the Lie algebra of K and 
m, = R * X + [t, X]. Then Ad(exp TX) . m, = m, . 
LEMMA 4.7. Let Yl E F. Then Exp, rYl = p if and only if Yl E m, . 
Also ;f Yz E T,(G/H), Ij Y, Ij = 1, ( Yz , T,(C(o))) = 0, then Exp, ‘rrYa = o. 
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Proof. Let dp be the vector space of Jacobi fields r) along y satis- 
fying (7, Y’)(S) = 0 f or all s, and q(O) = q(r) = 0. We claim that for 
any q E dp the geodesics of any associated isotropic variation all pass 
through p, and perpendicular to C(o). Indeed, let Z E f induce the 
Jacobi field q E 2, and $exp tZ) . p = a(t). Then 
u’(t) = &(exp t2) * a’(O) 
= &(exp t2) * y(n) 
= 0 
for all t, i.e., a(t) = p for all t. The geodesics all pass through p ortho- 
gonal to C(o) (= 8,) by Gauss’ Lemma. 
Since each geodesic of the isotropic variation of y passes through 
p orthogonal to C(o), we have (ST/ds IS== , C(o)) = 0. Also, 
dim 9 + dim C(o) = d im G/H - 1. Therefore the map of 9 into the 
orthogonal complement of T,(C(o)) and y’(n) given by 7 + &/ds lSzn is 
an isomorphism. 
Set oP = (YE T,(G/H) : /I Y/I = I, (Y, T,(C(o))) = 01. If q E 9 
then there exists Z E f such that 6y/ds Js=s = [Z, X] which implies 
Sq/ds ISzn = [Ad(exp TX) Z, x], Ad(exp 7X) Z E I. Therefore, Ad(K,,) 
acts on I?r, , and 
dim[f, X] = dim 9 
= dim G/H - dim C(o) - 1 
= dim U, - 1 
which implies by Lemma 3.4 ((iii) + (v)), {Ad(K,,) * y’(r)} = l?p , 
where K, is the identity component of K. 
The lemma now follows easily. In particular we also have 
A4&) ‘lt, = nt, . 
THEOREM 4.8. Let G/H be simply connected, Riemannian symmetric 
of rank one, and of odd dimension. Then G/H is a sphere of constant 
sectional curvature. 
Proof. We assume G/H does not have constant curvature. Then by 
the argument of Theorem 4.6, the cut locus of o, C(o) has more than 
one point and is therefore totally geodesic. 
As before, let X E m, [I X 11 = 1, Exp, TX = p E C(o), HP be the isotropy 
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group of p, and K = H n HP . Then HP = exp TX * H * exp(-TX), 
which implies 
I$, = Ad(exp nX) . lj, m, = Ad(exp nX) . in 
yield the orthogonal decomposition of g at p. Let f = b n lj, , 
m, = RX + [f, x], and 
6=fOb1 nt = m, 0 m, 
iI, = f 0 $2 in, = tno@m, 
be orthogonal decompositions. Then by Lemma 4.7, m2 is identified 
with T,(C(o)). Of course, we have Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), and (4.2) applied to 
b p, ‘np. Since C(o) is totally geodesic, the proof of Theorem 7.2, 
Chapter IV of [6] implies that [nts , m,] @ ma is a Lie subalgebra of g 
and that its generated group G* is transitive on C(o). G* C H: Indeed 
any isometry in G leaving C(o) fixed must leave o fixed (since C(o) = S,). 
Thus in, C I$, and by the decomposition at p, (mz , f) = 0, which 
implies in, _C ljr . But dim m, = dim lj, = dim C(o) (since H acts 
transitively on C(o) with isotropy group K). Thus ma = b1 , which 
implies m, = ljz , and the above decompositions read as 
b=fOh in = in, 0 m, (4.5) 
Ij, = f @ in, m, = in, @ hi . (4.6) 
Let YE lj,, Y f 0. We claim that o is an isolated fixed point of 
T(exp tY). If not, then by choosing a fixed point 4 of T(exp tY) suffi- 
ciently close to o, we obtain a geodesic through o and 4 which is left 
pointwise fixed-i-e., there exists X E m such that [Y, X] = 0. Now 
X = X,, + Xi, X,, E m, , Xi E m, . However Eq. (4.5) implies 
[b, , m,] C m, and Eq. (4.6) implies [b, , nt,,] C hP , and thus [bi , mo] C m, . 
Similarly, [lj, , ml] C tn,-in particular 0 = [Y, X] = [Y, X0] + [Y, Xi] 
and ([Y, X,,], [Y, X,]) = 0. Thus [Y, X0] = 0. This contradicts the 
rank one assumption at p-hence o is an isolated fixed point. 
If o is an isolated fixed point of T(exp tY), then Ad(exp tY) : m + m 
has no fixed vectors, which implies ad Y : m -+ m has no zero eigen- 
values. Since ad Y is a skew-symmetric transformation of m, then 
dim m = dim G/H is even. Since we were given dim G/H is odd, we 
therefore have lj, = (0) which implies G/H is a sphere (cf. [S]). 
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THEOREM 4.9. Let G/H be a simply connected Riemannian symmetric 
space of rank one of dimension, n, o = n(H), h = n - 1 - dim C(o) (i.e., 
for any p E C(o), A s const. is the multiplicity of p as a conjugate point 
of 0.). Then h + 1 divides n. 
Proof. Let p E C(o), YE T,(C(o)). By Lemma 4.7, there exists an 
orthonormal basis {X1 ,..., X,-r , Y> of T,(G/H) such that X1 ,..., X,-,, 
are perpendicular to T,(C(o)). N ow our analysis of Jacobi’s equations 
(cf. proof of Theorem 4.6) and Lemma 4.7 imply that the Ricci trans- 
formation R r : nt, -+ nt, given by R,Z = [[Y, Z] Y], has eigenvalues 1 
-with multiplicity A, and l/4-with multiplicity n - 1 - A; and 
furthermore X, ,..., X,+r are eigenvectors of R, with eigenvalue l/4. 
Thus C(o) is a Riemannian symmetric space of rank one of dimension 
n - (A + l), with cut locus of dimension n - 2(h + 1) (since in the 
above argument all the eigenvectors of R, with eigenvalue 1 are in 
T,(C(o))). One continues the argument and the theorem is proven. 
Remark. It is known that the only possibilities for h are 1, 3,7, n - 1. 
The case n - 1, naturally, corresponds to the sphere of constant curva- 
ture; the case h = 1 (resp. h = 3) correspond to the complex (resp. 
quaternionic) projective spaces, P”(C) (resp. P”(H)) for all complex 
(resp. quaternionic) dimensions n. For h = 7, we only have the projec- 
tive Cayley plane, P2(Ca). Most recent proofs ([6; 10; 171) rely on the 
classification of the simple Lie groups, and the rank one spaces appear 
in the list of all compact Riemannian symmetric spaces. We refer the 
reader to [l] where it is shown that in a space where the first conjugate 
locus is of constant radius and constant order h, then the first conjugate 
locus is the base space of a fibration of spheres by spheres. 
Finally, we note that Theorem 4.9 implies that the cut locus of 
P”(C) (resp. P”(H)) is P”-‘(C) (resp. P”-‘(H)), n > 2. The same, of 
course, holds for P%(R), [4, pp. 437467; 12, p. 521. 
Note added in proof. In Theorem 4.8 all we have shown is that x0 = 0; it is still possible 
that x = x1 . Thus the proof given is incomplete. 
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